Amendment Offered by Rep. Akin
H.R. 4310—National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2013
To be inserted in the appropriate place the report:
Safety & Security standards for Transportation Protective Service (TPS)
commercial carriers
The committee is concerned that DoD has not implemented stringent enough safety
standards for potentially dangerous cargo that is routinely transported by
Transportation Protective Service (TPS) commercial carriers through our nation’s
highways and communities. These shipments are often not only potentially
hazardous to the public but involve sensitive and classified defense material that
require heightened levels of security, improved incident response capabilities and
continuous monitoring while in transit.
The committee was disappointed to learn that a number of reasonable
recommendations to improve safety performance standards submitted by the
Security and Safety Subcommittee of the National Defense Transportation
Association’s (NDTA) Surface Committee, were later rejected by DoD’s Surface
Deployment and Distribution Command (SDDC) even though SDDC was an active
participant in the subcommittee's deliberations. These standards included the
following: adopting minimum DOT safety performance at 50th percentile;
mandating proven safety technologies in trucks; requiring carrier operations center
be continually staffed; outlining specific carrier responsibilities for incident; and
incentivizing carriers with strong safety records
The decision by SDDC, to instead follow less stringent criteria, is found by this
committee to be insufficient. It is the view of this committee that material
transported by TPS is largely unique to DoD and requires appropriate safety and
security measures beyond that required for non-defense commercial carriers.
Accordingly, the committee directs DoD to adopt increased mandatory minimum
standards to ensure the safety of the public and require DoD-approved TPS carriers
possess adequate procedures and safety standards for both drivers and vehicles.
The committee is encouraged that SDDC has undertaken efforts to develop a
process and metrics for evaluating driver and carrier performance. The committee
therefore directs DoD to provide the defense committees a report on its proposed
carrier evaluation and safety standards plan within 45 days after enactment of this
Act.

